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When taking practice tests for ACT, we recommend using real bubble sheets, especially for parts of the time. The PREpSharp ACT bubble sheet is designed to help you record everything you need in one place: a form of practice exam test; number of missed and correct questions in each section; your performance in each part and score your composite; any notes/takeaways you may have about that
exam. Now you can easily store your detailed bubble sheets (or picture them on your phone) to track your progress over time. About Our Privacy Policy User Agreement Contact us The SheetsJoerg Weser2020-03-12T07:47:08-06:00 Blogt Answers 2016-2020 Academy of Technology LLC. All trademarks are right for their respective trademark holders. No trademark holder is affiliated with, or in any way
supports Academy Technology or BubbleScan. About Our Privacy Policy User Agreement Contact us The SheetsJoerg Weser2020-03-12T07:47:08-06:00 Blogt Answers 2016-2020 Academy of Technology LLC. All trademarks are right for their respective trademark holders. No trademark holder is affiliated with, or in any way supports Academy Technology or BubbleScan. About Our Privacy Policy User
Agreement Contact us FaQ Tablet Blog Takes 10-30 minutes on a daily walk. Sit quietly for at least 10 minutes each day. Sleep for 7 hours. Living with 3 E' - Energy, Enthusiasm, and Empathy. Play more games. Read more books than you did the previous year. Spend time with people over the age of 70 to below 6 years. Dream more while you're awake. Eat more food growing on trees and plants and eat
less food produced in plants. Drink plenty of water. Smile and laugh over. Don't throw your energy or precious time on gossip. Forget the issues of the past. They're just going to spoil your happiness now. Don't have negative thoughts or things you can't control. Instead invest your energy at this positive moment. Realize that life is school and you are here to learn. The problem is only part of the curriculum
that appears and fades like an algebraic class but the lessons you learn will last a lifetime. Eat breakfast like a king, lunch like a prince and dinner like a begger. Life is too short to waste time hating anyone, so don't try. Don't take yourself so seriously. You don't have to win every argument. Just agree to disagree. Make peace with your past so it won't ruin the present. Don't compare your life to people You
don't know what their journey is. Don't compare your partner with others either. What others think you don't have your business. No one takes care of your happiness except you. However good or bad conditions, it will change. Your job will not take care of you when you are sick. Your friends will. Stay in touch. Get rid of anything useless, beautiful or overwhotive. Envy is a waste of time. You already have
everything you need. No matter how you feel, wake up, dress up and appear. Contact your family often. Your interior is most always happy. So happy. Every day gives something good to others. When I worked as a 9-1-1 operator there was a line of questions developed to determine the priority of the call. These calls usually come from certain parts of the city and people calling usually report Black or Latino
people acting suspiciously. The 9-1-1 operator wants to catch the bad guys too. So we will try to determine what suspicious behavior is. Do people looking into the car window? Windows of the house? Are they walking down the street? They will report a Black or Latino man who was walking down the street or sitting in his car lunch. We dodged on the safe side and would put the information just a call.
Officials are aware of the criminal trend in the area and if an area has suffered a higher number of vehicle or house breaks, then published information may be useful to the cars currently making patrols in the area. One night a woman called from the West side of the city, blatant as she sounded noise on the side of her house. There was a car nearby and we sent a possible prowler on site, no evidence of
the suspect. We told police were on the way and to call back if he had a description. He was called back. I have a description! Yes Ma'am, are the suspects Black, White, Latino or Asian? They are two of them, and ... and they are Black! What color shirts and pants are they wearing? They both wore dark clothes! Where is the police! oh my god!!! They were on the side of the house I looked around! Get the
police here now! Helo? Hello? Units at _____ P/R are on the line. She describes the suspect as two Blacks men wearing dark clothing on the side of the house now. Control, that's us. P/R describes us. We're two Black officers. We wear dark clothing, our uniforms. Tell P/R to open the door and go out and talk to us. The noise he reported was a branch of the tree. The operator has a simple, it is a tougher
call for an officer. Err on the safety side and treats people with respect and hopes that the situation turns out to be okay for everyone. My motto, everyone was able to go home. Income Tax return filing is a mandatory obligation along with the payment of Income Tax to the Government of India. When the season is closed by (the last date of filing returns - August 5 for 2014), many new taxpayers in the
qualms on how to go with the procedure as well as do so with a seemingly complicated mechanism behind it. Here are some indicators, which I get through self-learning (all written considering tax procedures for Individuals, and Company or other organization). Here goes :1) First, it is important to understand that Income Tax returns are documents filed by you stating your Total Income in the Financial
Year through various sources of income i.e. Salary, business, property, etc. (Finance (Finance is your year of income, and the Year of Assessment is the year next to which tax is due. For example - Financial Year 2013-14, Year of Assessment 2014-15)It also states taxable income on that salary and the amount of tax payable with surcharge and Education Cess. Taxable income has an exemption of up to
2 lakh rupees (For individuals, and not senior citizens) for this year of assessment, and 2.5 lakh for the next (According to the new budget). You also get tax exemption on various other investments/allowances such as HRA, Fixed Deposits, Insurance Policy, Provident Fund, Children's Education, etc. under various clauses Section 80.The public should know that the returns are filed to intigate the
Government of your tax returns and it cannot be confused with tax refunds that get if there is a tax surrender paid by you to the Government. Return on Non-Refunds .2) The Indian Government collects Income Tax through three modes :a) TDS - Tax Deduction at Source. TDS is a system where any corporation/business as An Employer is supposed to deduct an employee's income tax from his salary on a
source and hand it over to the GOI before the end of the Financial Year. This tax is deducted regularly from employee's salary in a certain percentage to overcome the liability of the Amount of Tax payable by the employer for the Financial Year.Employer issues a TDS Certificate in the form of Form 16 or Form 16A to an Employee to be used to claim TDS by an employee when filing his statement. Form 16
is a certificate issued for taxes deducted under the heading Salary. Form 16A is issued to deduct tax for income through other sources such as interest on securities, dividends, winnings, etc. If an employee has additional income through other sources, he should intimately employer about it before entering it for the TDS. The amount of tax paid by you via TDS is also available online at the TRACES portal
associated with your Bank Account and PAN No. for your convenience. You can also generate and verify your Form 16/16A from the website to file your returns online .b) Advance Tax and Self Assessment Tax. Advance Tax can also be called 'Pay as you earn' tax. In India one has to estimate its income during the financial year. If the projected tax liability for the current financial year is more than Rs
10000, you should pay upfront tax! This is payable in three installments. 30% by 15 Sept.60% less the first instalment by Dec 15 and 100% less 2nd instalment by March 15.For individuals who only earn salaries, advance Tax is taken care of through TDS by employers and no Advance Tax payable. But for individuals with other sources of income, they will have to pay Taxes . If someone forgets to pay him
liable to pay interest @ 1% p.m.Self Assessment Tax – When filing your Income Return, someone performs the income and tax calculations to be filled in On the calculation, sometimes it is noted that Taxes paid either as An Upfront Tax or by the way TDS falls in the shortfall of Real Taxes Payable. A prescribed deficiency is called Self Assessment Tax payable before filing an Income Statement. c) TCS -
Tax Collection at Source. Taxes Collected at Source (TCS) are income tax collected by the Seller from the Payer sold certain goods. Sellers should collect taxes at a certain rate from payers who have bought these goods: Alcohol liquor for human consumption of Wooden Leaf dairy obtained under forest lease timber obtained by any mode other than under the lease of forest any other forest yield that does
not become wood logs or tends to leave Scrap Minerals being coal or lignite or Individual Scrap iron ore are not concerned with TCS .3) Online Procedures for Filing your Returns, Tax Payments, and viewing/generating your TDS certificate. a) Filing Income Tax :P is as simple as it gets . You have to go to the homepage of E-filing GOI, i.e. the ... and login to your account. If you don't have an account yet,
you can make it via the 'Register Yourself' link on it. All you need is the PAN No. (obviously) . After logging in, you'll need to go to the E-file tab and select the 'Set up and Send ITR online' option. Alternatively, you can choose the 'Upload Returns' option to upload your returns via XML files downloaded from the 'Downloads' tab and filled in offline by you. You need to enter your PAN NUMBER, select the ITR
Form Name 'ITR1' (ITR1 Form is for payroll individuals, income from home property and other income) , select Year of Assessment and send it. Now all you need to do is fill out the form with the Personal Information tab, Income Details, Tax Details, Tax Paid and Verification and 80G to complete your Return and submit it to the Income Tax Department. The 'Income Details' tab asks for your Total Income
through various sources, and tax exemptions claimed by you under various Section 80 clauses. It also consolidates your income tax liability for that Financial Year. The 'Tax Details' tab asks for TAN (Tax Deduction Account Number) and Details of Form 16/16A issued by your employer/generated by you for TDS. It also asks for An Upfront Tax/Self Assessment Tax, if paid and Challan no. payment receipt.
The 'Tax Paid and Verification' tab asks for your Bank Account Number and the IFSC code. If there is a tax surpass paid by you in the form of A TDS/Advance Tax, you will get a refund with interest within 4 months by the Income Tax Department. After submitting the Returns, you will get a link on the registered Email id . This link provides you with the ITR-V (confession slip) you need to download, print,
place your signature, and send it to the Bangalore section of the Income Tax Department to complete your Returns Filing. Addresses mentioned in the document . Alternatively can avoid the ITR-V process and choose to sign digitally at the beginning of E-filing, but the process requires you to spend money and will be renewed annually .b) Tax Payment – You can pay TDS (Not required for individuals, it is
payable by the employer, The Advance Tax or Self Assessment Tax through the Tax Information Network portal, i.e. e-TAX Payment System After filling in the required form (ITNS 280 for Income Tax) , you pay taxes through your Bank Account, and get a Challan receipt to be used when filing your statement .c) See / Generate a TDS Certificate online. You can do this by logging in to the TRACES Portal
Tax Deduction System , that is, the Page on tdscpc.gov.in You need to register yourself before logging in via your PAN number. You can view the details of your TDS rejected by employers through From 26AS on this portal. Also, you can generate your TDS Certificate in Form 16/16A by entering Tan No. your employer . I worked as a Census practitioner for Statistics Canada during the 1996 national
census when a member of the public made a false complaint against me. To provide the required background: Each census rampage has been given different territories. We each provide a detailed map of our own territory, clearly marking its borders. Each residence within the territory is described on the map as slightly square or rectangular. And for every road within our territory, it lists a variety of relevant
home numbers for each side of that road (for example one province may end up in numbers 49 and 50 Random Street, the next province starting at intersections at numbers 51 and 52 of Random Street.) If everyone gathers in a large field, they have the potential to take together the cold, detailed map of the Canadian giant.Most of our job is physically delivering the census shape to each separate lot within
our territory with a residence on it. If the map shows a lot with the newly built house as empty, the form still needs to be sent to the residence, and then we need to mark the missing residence on the map of our territory. The map was very accurate, and I had to mark maybe a new home in the mine. The census was meant to be a Canadian quote on a certain day. If someone owns multiple dwellings, they
will need to fill out a form for each property with information for the residence on the day of the census. Therefore, if the whole family lives in one house on that date, the information for their second home is that it does not have a resident on the day of the census - there is no need to fill in any additional data on the form. If someone's child spends that date at home alternately? Then the form will reflect that
the second home has a resident that date, and the data of the child should be included in the form. People do not need to fill out the form at the scene, but can send them (at no cost) at the deadline, several dates following the census date. If they have any about filling out forms, I can try to answer their questions while I'm at their door, or they can call the helpline provided on the form itself. There are
different forms of census, and longer for the farm. It collects some agricultural data as well as data on its residential and populous homes. If someone is groaning about having to fill out a longer form, I'll point out that they only need to provide an estimate for most additional questions (statistically, if someone is a little too estimated one figure, others will offset that by underestimated). I also point out that
they may be able to get all the information they need from their last income tax form. If someone doesn't keep their income tax form and is worried about providing any inconsistent data? I told them not to worry, because Canadian Revenue is not allowed to look at their form of census, Statistics May not be allowed to look at their form of income tax (which is why they don't just take data from it), data is all
aggregated and, again, Estimates Are OK. Groaning this is far from universal - strangely, I had to talk some people who have hobby gardens in their backyards rather than trying to claim this form of agriculture far from universal - strangely, I had to talk some people who had a hobby garden in the back page few people act reluctant to accept longer forms of agriculture. So, with the story in hand: During one
of my trips, I came to one farm clearly just one entrance to the residence, from a good path inside my territory, to the house well inside my territory. With the agricultural form in hand, I knocked on the door and it was answered by a woman. I explained I was here to lower the form for the census. He saw the form then told me he wouldn't fill it out. There is no explanation. He just said he wouldn't fill it. This
wasn't entirely unusual or unexpected (even until that point I was facing zero resistance - only, in some cases, some migrant workers ants rushed run to hide in the barn. Some people think they don't have to respond to the census and consider it to be an overly big brother government. So I politely explained to the woman that all the information she provided would be kept private, and would not be shared
with any other government authorities. I will explain there are benefits to the census, for example, ensuring that the appropriate level of health services, police services, etc., is available to different areas. But before I could, he again said There was no need for me to fill out the form. So I read to him from the paper we prepared politely explained that the census form is required to be filled by every residence
in Canada.Then he says that he is already given a form. I asked if someone came to this property? (Because that means other census practitioners wrongly come to my territory). No.Eventually, he explained that he had received special permission from someone in government not to fill out agricultural forms. Kantoi Kantoi asked him where he got the advice, and he said he had spoken to someone from
the census office, and he was told he did not have to fill out the form for this address because they already had forms for other parts of their farm operating from neighboring territory. So, I thought to myself why hell don't you tell me this to start with not wasting everyone's time?, but instead I said to him something like Okay, I really didn't realize it. How about I leave a form with you, and you give my
supervisor a call at this number. Then if you don't have to complete the form, just disconnert it. He can also tell me if I don't have to get the form back from you. He seems very agreeable with this. So I apologize for taking time, and heading. These are in the days before everyone has a cell phone. So instead of driving home, calling my supervisor, finding my way back to where I had stopped (which wasn't at
a simple intersection), and went back to work in hand, I decided to keep going door to door and follow the next day. The next day, before I could call my supervisor, he called me. He was a former highschool principal who I had pleasure working with other contract jobs with the government (Canadian elections, in particular), so he knew I was quite good. She said to me Hey, I got a complaint from a woman.
Don't worry about it. I know you, and I think this is really out of character, but he complains that you are very rough and aggressive. He said you threatened to call the police and get him fined if he didn't take shape out of you, and other things that attacked me as highly unlikely. So I tell him my side of the story. He said, You're doing the right thing. We confirm that part of his farm operation is in the next
province, he already receives a form for him there, and Statistics May doesn't require him to fill out a second form. Another operation does not have a separate residence, so he can fill that data in one form. I told him he could dispose of the form you left with him, and we would follow up on his complaint. As far as I'm concerned, that's the ending. Keep up the good work. Why do so many patients suffer from
a lack of knowledge about completely inappropriate attacks and batteries, not to mention illegal, when you're in hospital? Or act like some degree of unexpected self-efficacy of adults? Compassionate fatigue is a very real issue. When you go to work and spend most of the day you try to help the person you, name calls, treat you like their personal slaves, insult you, try (and sometimes successfully) to harm
you physically, threaten you, etc. it is difficult to do anything other than entering survival mode. When we try to complain or report this behavior in patients, the answer is often the implication that it is part of the job - which is certainly NO - and needs to fill out a form that basically asks why you are trying to be difficult to victims and get yourself attacked, and comments on how their patients or visitors are
depressed or disappointed. It's as if that would excuse me from attacking. Or as if they wouldn't face the law if they decided to act that way in public. Instead of being treated with gratitude and respect, nurses are often abused by patients and their visitors and face a culture where their management does not defend them, where reporting that abuse is sudden and does not follow up. Why do many nurses
struggle to find express compassion? They are too often not treated with any of themselves. There is a reason drug traffickers keep cash in storage units and buckets of paint, because it is not easy money. What can Walter do? Let's go through its option one by one:Option 1: Although the Bank's Confidentiality Act (1970) requires banks to report transactions above $10,000, Walter can work Smurfs (drug
mule, but for cash) to make thousands of small deposits, which will draw less attention than authorities. Trouble: Walter doesn't have a criminal organization to carry this out. What would he do if porridge runs away with his money, sending Jesse after him with a bong? Option 2: Buy high ticket items like vintage comic books or supercars and sell them later. Problem: Just like the Bank's Confidentiality Act,
businesses need to file Form 8300, Cash Payment Reports More than $10,000 Received in Trade or Business. Although the report did not concern the IRS, the huge evacuation from others he would sell the goods would raise the red flag, and he returned to square one. Option 3: Get money out of the country via casino or smuggle diamonds. Trouble: Although Walter succeeded in money laundering while
abroad (gambling at a casino and cashing chips in Macau, for example), he still needs to deposit net money in foreign banks. Unfortunately for Walt, the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (2010) requires Americans living outside the U.S. to file annual reports about them instead of the U.S. financial accounts to the Financial Crime Enforcement Network (FINCEN). Banks outside the U.S. are required to
fill in your Customer Know-to-Know form when you open an account – someone like Walter will immediately raise concerns. This is why many banks in Europe will not let Americans open bank accounts. Option 4: Invest in the stock market as proposed by OP. Problems: The same thing, any brokerage firm will be obliged to file a suspicious activity report (SAR) if Walter makes a large deposit that is not
commensurate with his income as a high school chemistry teacher. Option 5: Hiring a professional to do money laundering, there must be a smart guy who knows how to set up offshore bank accounts and goods. Trouble: The Money Laundering Control Act (1986) makes money laundering a crime by itself not just other criminal elements, so even Saul Goodman would think twice about engaging with
money laundering. And to find exports, exports, 1996, Harvard-educated economist Franklin Jurado was sentenced to 7 1/2 years in prison for money laundering $36m for Colombian cartels. Conclusion: Money laundering has always been an afterthought for Walter - he is too busy dealing with the daily stuff of manufacturing and drug trafficking. Walter may have been able to do money laundering that
$100m if he had devoted more time and resources into the project, but ultimately, the results may not necessarily be better than burying money in the desert. The goal is to provide for his family, and the barrel of money in the desert did exactly that.—————Edit 1: Some comments have mentioned smuggling cash (or converted to gold) out to another country. I think somehow open sea ideas imply legal
dispersal, but it's not. U.S. Customs and Border Protection has strict Reporting Requirements for pleasure boats, not to mention inspections. If that doesn't happen, people will smuggle willy-nilly drugs across U.S. borders. However, I was reminded of the 2001 Film Heist, starring Gene Hackman as a con-artist. At the end of the film, a spoiler alert, he took an elicit gold bar, melted them into yacht rails and
painted over them, thus avoiding detection. Edit 2: Remi Alaiti insists that Saul Goodman offers to help them illegal money through a nail salon (as we know now he's got an idea from the days of Jimmy McGill), so I stand corrected. However, like washing a car, nail salons would be too small potatoes to make a huge crash of $80m money laundering. Edit 3: For Bitcoins, it's less safe than burying money in
the desert. See Jonathan Chen's answer if I invest in Bitcoin? for details.*I maintain that Walter's original purpose for meth manufacturing is to provide for his family, therefore the money will be forced to stay in the country. In time, if his wife and son are on board, they can open up more car detergents, nail salons, and other heavy cash businesses, say, the Los Pollos Hermanos franchise, to slowly money
laundering. You can rewire your brain! This may be due to Neuroplasticity.Neuroplasticity refers to changes in neural and synapstic pathways caused by changes in behavior, the environment and neural processes, as well as changes caused by honest bodily injury, the brain is a dynamic entity that undergoes changes over time. As you read these innocent sentences, some neurons in your brain have
been fired and some snails have become stronger. Voila! Your brain has retreated a little. But I'm not talking about 'boring' changes like this that happen all the time. if I tell you, can you physically change your brain? Some parts get bigger than usual while some parts start running their job usually don't? László Polgár is the father of Polgár's sisters: the famous Judit, Susan and Sofia. He was an expert in
chess and believed that geniuses were made, not born. Before he had any children, he wrote a book titled Bring Up Genius!, and searched wife to help her carry out her experiments. He discovered one in Klara, a schoolteacher. He schooled at their three daughters' homes, especially in chess, and all three continued to be strong players. Susan Polgar became the first woman to earn the Grandmother's
title. Because of his intense training, his brain has encoded chess board configuration and he gets to not only recognize this configuration but also what moves he needs to do from there to win. Show his rare random chess board setup of his brain just as slow as the usual chess player. So what's going on? Scans of his brain activity showed him using parts of the brain that recognize the face to identify the
chess board configuration. This part of the brain is really developed in humans and facial recognition is something that humans are really good at. The practice clock he has put in playing and learning chess has radically changed ho he uses his brain to play it. Some of you might think that it is because he got training from childhood that he was able to become an expert and this fact is useless to someone
older. Not really. Recent studies have shown even neuroplasticity rejects it can still be used at older ages. Sea Gypsies are seafood ones who spend much of their time in boats off the coasts of Myanmar and Thailand, having incredible underwater vision -- twice as good as Europeans. This has allowed Mokens to gather shellfish at great depth without the help of scuba gear. How did Moken do this? They
knock their pupils by 22 per cent. The brain orders the body to adapt to its suite of needs. Another example of neuroplasticity has been found in London taxi drivers. Hippocampus taxi drivers -- the part of the brain that holds the space representation capacity -- are larger than bus drivers. [from Neuroplasticity: You Can Teach New Tricks of Old Brain ] As children we have a lot of free time and our brains are
really quick to understand new skills and ideas. To make significant changes to the brain as growing up a need to perform them regularly and focus on truly specific tasks such as learning to play guitar or solving spatial puzzles. Because constraints become social and other causes, people are overlooked. It has been observed that spiritual leaders and war prisoners have been able to develop extra
cognitive skills simply because of the huge amount of time they put in meditation, mental training and thought experiments. Plastic can also be observed in the bilingual brain (Mechelli et al., 2004). It looks like second language learning is associated with structural changes in The lower parietal cortex on the left is larger in bilingual brains than in monolingual brains. I'll end up with some interesting bits of
Brain That Change ThemselvesLearning and brain exercises that are slowly associated with mental decline. For example, education requires additional branches among neurons to new information; New branches increase the volume and thickness of the brain that would otherwise deteriorate with age. Physical exercise promotes the creation of new neurons in the brain. Another reason to start the running
program. Specially designed brain exercises have been shown to improve brain function in children and adults with learning disabilities. The brain undergoes measurable physical changes as we think. Computer technology can now use these measurements and changes to allow people to be paralyzed to move objects with their thoughts. Researchers at UCSD have used imagination and illusions to
rearrange brain maps and 'brain tricks into managing phantom pain and some forms of chronic pain. Performance can be improved through visualization because actions and imaginations can activate the same parts of the brain. People have learned to play piano or achieve greater results in athletic efforts through mental practice. Is it time to describe eating a nice salad? [from Neuroplastic Research
Shows Old Dogs Can Learn New Tricks!] If we talk about a legal gun, it depends on the short definition by your legispons. SBR rifle, or short barrel is a category of firearms regulated by the National Firearms Act. Basically talk it volved with barrels shorter than 16 or smaller than 26 overall lengths. So why is the answer amid? The law is less written and leaves many unanswered questions but the State
website says; SBR = Short Barreled RifleI has a lot of requests for me to do a small quick tutorial on how to get an SBR on the IL.To to get an SBR on form 1 on a trust. First you need a FOID. C&amp;c;d; R FFL from the ATF, this takes about 5 minutes to fill and about 30 days to get one. Our secure online booking form makes reserving your room at C&amp;amp;C simple - just fill in your desired dates and
click. R FFL hereNext. I'm not going to explain this section because there is ton information on blogs/posts on how to do this much better than I can produce. Google is your friend on this one. Now the CLEO signing. I live in a county crook and there's no way in hell I'll get the mark off. To be honest I live in Wilmette, I'd rather not impress myself by trying to get the CLEO mark off
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